Digital and Social Media Analysis
May 2018

By: Rachel Bell, Kimberly Suits, Jenna Swain, and Katie Williams

Project Scope: Create a documented analysis of Bama at Work’s online presence including their
website, Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. The deliverable materials provided to the client at
the conclusion of the project will consist of two customer personas, an outbound marketing
strategy using LinkedIn and a social media post guide.
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Introduction
Bama at Work is a non-credit outreach arm of The University of Alabama and The College of
Continuing Studies. They offer non-credit workshops that are generally categorized under the
pillars of Leadership, Talent and Business. Their workshops are offered in various forms
including on-site programs, locally hosted conference events, and online formats.
These workshops help individuals and employers who are seeking to advance in the workplace.
The workshops are designed for supervisors, managers and directors who work in for-profit,
public and not-for-profit sector organizations.
After our meetings with the Bama at Work staff we have established that this project will
includes a documented analysis of Bama at Work’s online presence including their website,
Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn along with providing insights regarding their target markets
through buyer personas.

Industry Analysis
When researching Bama at Work and the Professional Development Education industry in
which they participate, we learned that the industry is made up of many industry branches. Of
the many branches it includes HR specific, teacher, business coaching and technical programs.
Regarding the services Bama at Work provides we believe that the Business Coaching programs
most accurately portray the Bama at Work industry environment.
In researching the Business Coaching industry we utilized report 61143 from IBISWorld. The
report said that the industry definition is, “This industry includes companies that offer short
duration courses and seminars for management and professional development. Training is
provided through public courses or through employers’ training programs, and the courses can
be customized or modified. Instruction may be provided at the company’s training facilities,
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client or educational institutions, the workplace or the home and via television or the internet.”
The image below illustrates the industry supply chain factors.

We can see that the Business Coaching industry most accurately reflects the services of Bama at
Work when comparing workshops to the industries main activities. These activities include
providing management development training, providing quality assurance training, providing
professional development training, and providing business coaching. Similar industries include
management consulting, HR consulting, business certifications, and Colleges & Universities.

Environmental Factors
When looking at the Business Coaching industry, the economic factors include expected profit
margins of trainings/workshop and the interference of competitors. The cost of
trainings/workshops is an important factor in industry analysis because overpriced goods will
not sell in an established market. Profit margins are closely linked to materials costs because
offering discounts or sales prices will shrink company profits and lessen cash inflows for future
production activity. Some competitors allow consumers to purchase a cheaper good that
performs relatively like the original item. Economic factors also include if the company profits
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are at a slump then they will be less willing to invest in professional development training, and
if the revenues are at a high they will be more inclined to invest.
A supply and demand analysis helps management understand if enough consumers are willing
to purchase more goods in an industry. In other words, if the demand for training,
certifications, and teaching is high then we need to make sure that our supply is available for
these demands. This will give us a competitive advantage in the industry. A trend of declining
demand indicates an industry that is oversold, therefore we need to bring in companies and
consumers in other ways. Number of competitors is also an important factor to consider in the
industry analysis. Bigger competitors can offer similar courses at lower prices and can usually
offer them as a webinar/online course.
Sociocultural factors are less important within this industry but will affect workshop topics
selections and examples used within the workshops. Popular sociocultural topics in business
today are diversity and work life balance.

Major Players
As an reference to the industry competitiveness, we found that in the United State there are
8,051 total companies that claim to be within the professional development industry. This
number makes up 90.28% of all companies in the North American region (Dun).
When looking at competitors within the state of Alabama, one of the main competitors for
Bama at Work is the Dale Carnegie of Birmingham. Their mission is similar to Bama at Work,
which is to train individuals and organizations in professional development. They offer training
in person, online, with custom solutions and within the government. Their strengths include
having a fun and bright website, they offer personable communication, and they have over 100
years of proven success in training. Their weaknesses include general courses which lack the
specificity, higher demand that can lead to higher price point, lacks the authority of an
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academic partner. Dale Carnegie as a national brand makes 11.8 million in revenues annually
(globalbb).
Additional competition in the industry includes the Auburn University’s Office of Professional &
Continuing Education, Chamber of Commerce of West Alabama , big online academies such as
Udemy, Maintenance Management, Customer First Service, and Every Time Gadsden.

Competitive Marketing Strategies
When considering the 4 P's of the marketing mix for Bama at Work and how it related to their
competitors we see as follows in the table below.
Workshops and trainings offered locally and online in specific areas such
as leadership, talent, and business. Bama at Work has a competitive
Product

advantage by being a branch of UA, a credible name with an abundance
of resources within the University. Bama at Work also offers more topic
specific trainings, such as SHRM test preparation. Competitors tend to
stick to more generalized workshops such as public speaking and general
leadership. Bama at Work provides trainings on specific skill sets.
Offering workshops online and in person gives a competitive edge by
catering to audiences both locally and those who are unable to attend in

Placement

person. Attending locally can help in connecting with others in your
industry and cultivating new ideas. Bama at Work also offers the option
to come to your business location, a feature which competitors do not
offer.
Bama at Work stays competitive with pricing by offering discounted rates
for those who register early, as well as employee and student discounts

Price

for UA. Bama at Work provides a $100 of coupon when you sign up to
receive updates.
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Promotion for workshops and trainings are marketed on the website,
social media platforms, and billboards. Unlike competitors, Bama at Work
Promotion

gives a bio and background of instructors who will be leading the
workshop. This establishes a sense of credibility with the consumer.

Market Segmentation
In general the Bama at Work workshops are designed for supervisors, managers and directors
who work in for-profit, public and not-for-profit sector organizations. The current target market
for Bama at Work includes professionals within the state of Alabama, specifically in the main
metro areas. They are of the ages 25 to 60, and work within all industries.
However, based on the workshop content contained within the broad offering categories,
unique target market segmentation is required. The content they provide can be divided into
three pillars including Leadership, Talent, and Business. These pillars designate different
segment according to the needs of the consumer.
These markets can also be divided by consumers looking for individual professional
development, and those seeking development for a group of employees. Someone who is in
the individual market segment is described as a promotion seeker, or someone hoping to
elevate their position with the help of additional education as a competitive advantage. A
consumer looking for development programs for a group of employees is someone who has a
job title that included supervisor, manager or director that is looking to advance their teams
performance with the addition of teamwork training or technical skills.
Consumers view the process of professional development courses and workshops as
investment opportunities for them themselves or in their employee team. They are investing in
the knowledge that the workshop promises to deliver. When someone is enrolled in an online
workshop they will have the chance to work through a self paced course at the office, or at
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home. When someone participates in a workshop event they will take time from their work
week to attend a conference at a previously designated location within the state of Alabama.
Lastly, if someone books an on-site workshop, a Bama at Work speaker will arrive at the
company's location of choice and employees will have the chance to participate without making
extraneous plans. The main factors influencing the decision to purchase these service include
investing in an opportunity to gain effective professional development knowledge without
negatively affecting work performance by taking up too much time.

Digital Marketing Strategy
Bama at Work utilizes a main website hosted by The University of Alabama and three social
media outlets including Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. When you search “executive
education programs alabama,” Bama at Work ranks number 1 out of 2,100,000 results on
google. When you search “professional development workshops in alabama,” Bama at Work
doesn’t rank within the top 20 pages of 654,000 results on google. This is a major disconnect
between what Bama at Work does and the terms people are more likely to search.
The website has a University of Alabama logo in the top left, and all of the social media outlets
have the University of Alabama scripted “A” as the profile images. Although we suggest to
highlight your affiliation to the university, Bama at Work as an organization needs its own
identity. Your individual identity can start in the form of a custom logo. Below is a mockup logo
that emphasizes the phrase “at work” by bolding the font and symbolizing work with an @ sign.
Bama is in a lighter font, but the UA branding is present with the use of crimson red in the
background.
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The first page of the website has a three image slider. The first image of the slideshow states
“Leadership. Talent. Business.” with a paragraph and buttons to “Learn More” and “Upcoming
Events.” When you click to learn more it takes you to a page about the Bama at Work staff. This
page is nice for telling the consumer more about the organization and developing credibility,
but it doesn’t quite tell the story of who Bama at Work is and therefore does not satisfy the
promised action.

The second image of the slideshow states “Statewide. On-site. Online” but it doesn't not have a
button, or call to action. Without a button or call to action the viewer doesn’t know what to do
and will feel lost.

The final image in the slideshow states “Looking for more?” with buttons to “Workshops,” and
“Testimonials.” Leading the viewer to learn more about the upcoming events is perfect,
because it is the natural next step in the acquisition process. They land on the website to learn
more about Bama at Work, they then research the upcoming events to see if they satisfy their
9

need. The testimonial button is less effective in this position. Testimonials should be placed
below specific events as additional evidence that someone should register for the course.

In addition, the Bama at Work website has pages for each form of workshops. These pages
explain in more detail what it means to participate in a statewide, on-site, or online workshop,
as well as a list of upcoming workshops. These pages work well as topic cluster, or a page that
informas google which pages on the website have to do with the same topic (Hubspot).

A viewer can also explore workshop topics by an “All Workshops” page. This page has a
comprehensive list of all workshop topics and can be considered a topic cluster page as well.
Where this page lacks in usability is it doesn’t allow the viewer to move to pages that only
contains courses around Leadership, Talent, or Business. Meaning that if a viewer was
exclusively looking for leadership courses, they could land on the leadership page. This page
would be built similar to the online or on-site pages, which included a description and a list of
upcoming events.
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Bama at Work doesn’t have a blog section of their website. Instead they utilize social media to
share industry specific news and articles.
To compare the Bama at Work website with a competitor we looked at the Auburn Universities
Office of Professional & Continuing Education and the Dale Carnegie website.
The Auburn University’s Office of Professional & Continuing Education website is much like
Bama At Works with a highly university branding experience. They do however have each
workshop page available within the navigation, and an easy to find and comprehend mission
statement. They also utilizes a blog to feature workshops and events.
The Auburn University’s Office of Professional & Continuing Education website
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The Auburn University’s Office of Professional & Continuing Education blog

The Dale Carnegie website includes an interactive homepage that responds to the viewers scroll
speed. The page beings with a brand statement, then introduces course topics, followed by
visual representations of each form of workshop, and finally the viewer is invited to learn more
about their unique process. They also rely on case studies instead of testimonials. The website
is light and bright with an air of fun.
The Dale Carnegie website
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Brand Communications
In today's competitive online market brands must utilize a human voice and stem conversations
with their audience. Bama at Work positions themselves as a “Your source for developing
leadership, fostering talent and improving business.” This statement is missing a human voice
and conversational element when compares to the competitions, Dale Carnegie, positioning
statement which is, “For over a century, Dale Carnegie has been improving individual and
business performance around the world. While our training techniques continue to evolve, our
core principles remain true to a single vision: real transformation begins within.” The main
difference is that the Dale Carnegie statement includes a What, Why and How. Bama at Work
could use additional information to clearly state why people should use Bama at Work and how
Bama at Work can help them achieve these goals.
For Bama at Work to more effectively reach their target market they could implement subtle
visual and explicitly stated cues that differentiate themselves from UA. By differentiating from
the UA branding Bama at Work would increase a larger share of the market who are not
affiliated or alumni of UA. This switch in communication should also focus of informing the
market that Bama at Work is not for current students, instead they are an extension of UA as an
opportunity for people to continue their education while in the workforce. The Auburn
University’s Office of Professional & Continuing Education utilized this messaging within their
mission statement with “non-credit education programs and conferences designed to promote
lifelong learning, regardless of age, interest, or location.”

Social Media Strategy
Twitter
Bama at work utilizes their Twitter account daily, sharing content multiple times a day on some
days. They currently have 2,933 followers, with 26,900 tweets total. While they are active on
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Twitter, they have little to no engagement. Typical content includes information about
upcoming workshops, links to business related articles, and retweets of other University of
Alabama groups. Their demographic of followers is mostly University groups, Alabama Alumni,
and supporters of The University of Alabama.

Facebook
Bama at work posts multiple times a day/week. They have a total of 2,143 people who like their
page and 2, 111 followers. They have minimal likes and shares from their posts, so they have
very little engagement with their followers. When you google “Bama at Work” their Facebook
page pops up third being easily accessible to anyone searching the web. The majority of their
reviews they have on Facebook are from a demographic of users in their mid 30’s-50’s which in
turn would make up the majority of their likes and followers.
While Bama at Work posts a lot of content on their Facebook they do not have strong
engagement with their followers, I believe this could be from a lot of clutter on their timeline. I
would recommend that Bama at Work go through and delete any pictures that are duplicates
and go through and delete past postings of workshop announcements to help clean up the
timeline to make it a little more easy to read.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn is a social network with over 53 million users that enables you to make better use of
your professional network and help the people you trust in return. It's no secret that LinkedIn is
a great place to network professionally, post and find jobs, and answer questions and build
thought leadership. It is probably the most obvious way to identify influential individuals at
specific organizations. A search for your target business or title on LinkedIn will identify people
you may already be connected with, either directly or through your connections. LinkedIn is a
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great tool to leverage your existing contacts to connect with people and find potential
customers online.
Bama At Work has 150 followers and advertiser themselves as a professional training and
coaching company. It shows that seven of their employees are on linkedin. On the LinkedIn
Page it gives a summary about Bama At Work, company details, type, size, and specialties.
Insights for Bama At Work are currently not available because 30 or more employees are not
member profiles of this company. It offers 71 updates for their followers with zero likes or
impressions on many posts.
Recommendations for Using LinkedIn:
1. Advertise that Bama At Work has a LinkedIn
On the website Facebook, Twitter, and Youtube are advertised to send consumers to
the social media platforms, but LinkedIn is not mentioned.
2. Mass Email blast to the alumni association encouraging alumni to follow the LinkedIn
Account. On LinkedIn it has an available feature that allows you to connect with others
based on similar interest or previous/ current places of work.
3. Utilize LinkedIn Business Services:
All of the services and necessary for Bama At Work, we picked out the ones that we think will
benefit Bama At Work the most by focusing on target audience, attracting them, and
advertising your business and offer products, trainings, and more.
The first service is Talent Solutions. Talents solutions allows you to find attract and recruit
talent. Talent Intelligence is a new way to harness data and insights to reinvent and improve
every step of the recruitment process. Combining these insights with the right instincts delivers
the winning talent strategy.
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Secondly, Sales Solutions would allow Bama At Work to unlock sales opportunities and gain
sales insights for more effective selling. This allows Bama At Work to stay informed and up-todate on your accounts and leads to turn cold calling into warm conversations. In depth it will
target the right people and companies faster; understand how to keep track of key lead and
company changes; and engage and reach prospects. Two Packages we thought would be
beneficial to use are the following:
1. Enterprise
For sales organizations who want to take full advantage of LinkedIn and their expanded
company network to build client relationships.
2. Team
$99.99*
Billed as one payment of $1,199.88*
For sales teams who want to harness the power of their shared network to build client
relationships.
Thirdly, advertise will help acquire customers and grow your business. This business service
allows you to promote your company updates to targeted audiences on desktop, mobile, and
tablet. Bama At Work will drive awareness and leads in the world's most viewed professional
news feed by reaching your target audiences right in the LinkedIn inbox and delivering
personalized messages that drive more conversions than email.
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Deliverable 1: Customer Personas
Persona 1
Persona Name: Riley “The Alumni Department Director”
Background: Grew up in the state of Alabama, followed in family tradition to attend The
University of Alabama. Graduated with a bachelors in Business Management and after
acquired an MBA. Now lives in her hometown and is the Department Director of a
medium sized local business.
Demographics: Female, 40 year old, Married
Identifiers: Has one kid, running is a hobby, likes to travel
Goals: To build their business and train their employees to work efficiently and
effectively so that they can spend more time with the family
Challenges: Has a dog that can’t hold its bladder in the house, a growing department
team with a lack of a teamwork mentality, and three coordinators that will soon to be
promoted to managers in need of leadership training.
What can we do: We can not help with the potty training but can offer an on-site
program for building teamwork within the workplace and provide an outlet to train the
coordinators through an online workshop.
Real Quotes: “It’s not that I don’t think they will do the job, and do it well. I’m more
worried that their youth will stunt their ability to transition ideas into actionable plans
as a team effort.”
Common Objections: I’m worried that the training will be a waste of time and
resources. Will my employees gain the full knowledge and training that they need?

Persona 2
Persona Name: Jim “Department Coordinator Aspiring Manager”
Background: Grew up in Florida, attended an out of state university. Graduated with a
bachelors in Business Management and after acquired a Specialized Masters in
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Marketing. He joined the workforce 3 years ago, and now lives in Birmingham.
Demographics: Male, 25 year old, Single
Identifiers: Has a dog, loves sports, outdoorsman
Goals: He has been in the Department Coordinator position for 3 years and has done
will. He sees an opportunity to fill a soon to be available Manager position. He wants to
gain leadership skills to give him an advantage over the other applicants.
Challenges: He works full time and doesn't have much time during the work week to
participate in a workshop.
What can we do: Bama at Work can offer him an self paced online workshop option
that he can complete on his off time at home.
Real Quotes: “Getting this job would be an awesome next step in my career!”
Common Objectives: I’m worried that if I didn’t go to UA I won’t be able to participate
in the Bama at Work workshops.
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Deliverable 2: Social Media Post Guidelines
When posting on social media outlets, it is important to get as many people involved in the
conversation as possible. Focus on:
● Create a hashtag for workshops, get customers to use hashtag throughout the week
when posting, ie #ChampionLeadership or #HowWeLead
● Tag companies that participate in sessions, inviting them to engage
● Have social media handles available on all materials and presentations given and
encourage participants to follow and engage at workshops
● Have featured testimonials on social media platforms after workshops
● Utilize staff at work photos to boost engagement

Twitter
-

Include photo and/or video as available

-

Balance and focus on workshop content

-

Evaluate hashtag usage and specific call-to-actions
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*Example Twitter page with
new logo

Facebook
-

Include photo and/or video as available

-

Balance and focus on workshop content

-

Organize posts by theme
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Facebook would be a great place to share testimonial videos of industry professionals who have
completed workshops. They can can explain what they learned and how it has benefitted their
company and employees.
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Deliverable 3: Reaching out on LinkedIn
Goal: Increase awareness of program offerings to University of Alabama alumni. Refer to
“The Alumni” buyer persona.
You can find alumni on Linkedin in two different ways. The first way is to use the
“advanced search” function and put “The University of Alabama”. The second way to search
alumni on Linkedin would be to select “Education” under the “Interest” menu and then select
“See your School”. With these two avenue Bama at Work will be able to start connecting with
more alumni to grow their followings. After they gain more connections they can send them an
email like what is listed below to send them information on what they do and who they are.
Example Email to Alumni:
Hi Riley,
At Bama at Work we specialize in trainings, workshops, development and certifications. We see
from your page we could benefit you in multiple areas. We'd like to invite you to check out our
training offered by our Bama at Work Team.
Develop/Improve the skills needed to excel in the workforce, with one of our upcoming events:
* Leadership Strategy for Champions
* Developing Project Management Skills
* Supervision Parts 1 & 2
Learn more about the workshops listed above on our website at bamaatwork.ua.edu.
Best,
Mary
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